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Abstract 

This master thesis was made at the Institute of Technology Stockholm and is a part of a robot hand 
project called 10-X with the aim to develop a low-cost robot hand that is light and strong.  

The project specification is to further improve the ability to control the robot hand in a user friendly way. 
This has been done by implementing a controller, earlier used and developed at KTH, which is intuitive 
and easy to customize after the needs in different kinds of grasps. To make the controller easy to use a 
user interface has been made. 

Before the implementation of the controller was made on the real hand it was tested and development on 
a simulation created in MATLAB/simulink with help from a graphic physics engine called GraspIt! The 
movement of the robot finger is effected of the force from a leaf spring and a tendon that bends the 
finger. Also the finger is exposed of contact forces and all these components had to be modeled in the 
simulation to make the finger act properly.  

Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete är genomfört på KTH Stockholm och är en del av ett projekt, kallat 10-X, vars syfte 
är att utveckla och ta fram en robothand som är lätt och stark samtidigt som den är billig. 

Projektets målsättning är att vidare förbättra och utveckla möjligheten att kontrollera robothanden på ett 
användarvänligt sätt. Detta har gjorts genom att implementera en regulator, tidigare utvecklad och använd 
på KTH, som är instruktiv och lätt att anpassa efter olika typer av grepp. För att göra regulatorn enkel att 
använda har ett användargränssnitt skapats.  

Innan regulatorn implementerades på den riktiga robothanden utvecklades och testades den på en 
simuleringsmodell, skapad i MATLAB/simulink med hjälp av en grafisk fysikmotor GraspIt! Rörelsen hos 
ett robotfinger påverkas av krafter från en bladfjäder och den lina som böjer fingret. Fingret utsätts också 
för kontaktkrafter och alla dessa komponenter blev modellerade i simulatorn för att få fingret att bete sig 
korrekt. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Motivation 
Trough time a number of projects have been done around one of the most fascinating and complex part 
of the human body, the hand. This useful tool is able to perform a lot of different grasps like lifting, 
holding and squeezing various objects.  

For the majority of men the ability to use this tool seems pretty obvious. But for others this opportunity 
seems far away as an effect of war or inherent disability. One of the reasons behind the research in robot 
hands is to recreate mechanical copies, prosthesis, which can replace this important body part. Another 
important application is as a gripper for robots in the industry to place or move components in place on 
an assembly line. A third area of application for the robot hand is in dangerous or extreme environments 
as under water or in chemical surroundings.  

The hands can be steered by wire which means that the human movements are imitated by the robot. 
They can also be controlled autonomous where sensors and cameras give the inputs to the robot.  

Another area of application is service robotics where the idea is to use intelligent robots to help with 
duties at home. For example they can do the cleaning and cooking like a regular domestic servant but also 
to help old peoples that are weak or require around-the-clock attendance. These robots have to be cheap, 
easy to repair and manufacture as well as light and strong. The task to come up with a good solution that 
satisfies all requirements is hard and request for much research. 

Because the big variation of characteristics in all different grasp types it is hard to develop a hand that 
satisfy all these applications. In the frontline are projects like the Shadow Hand [1] that has a good 
precision thanks to the 24 degrees of freedom (DOFs). Also NASA has developed a hand with humanlike 
behavior named Robonaut Hand [2].  

Most projects and research like this are done at universities in small quantities. The price to pay for better 
precession and grasping force is either a higher cost to manufacture, a heavier weight of the product or 
both.  

1.1.2 Related Works 
For most of the wanted grasps often a minor amount of DOFs are required and therefore a number of 
projects have taken place at KTH with the aim to develop a hand that is lighter, cheaper, and stronger 
than the rest.  The name of the project is 10-X witch refers to the idea of making a product that is ten 
times better at all these points without loosing the grasping properties.  

Former projects comprise a study on the ability of low-cost sensors. Also research has been made on the 
fingers [3] to find a way to make them strong and functional with as few components as possible. 
Furthermore the finger design, dimensions, and position have been investigated [4] and a hand prototype 
manufactured. Also the choice of type of and material regarding the springs has been reflected on to avoid 
plastic deformation. In the previous project a prototype has been made and a controller that makes it 
possible to move the fingers has been made [5].  

Parallel to this project there was another project [6] with the aim to further more and improve the design 
of the whole robot hand. The result from this work by Klaus Schmidt, is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Last developed prototype, photo Klaus Schmidt. 

1.1.3 This Project 
In this project the aim is to continue the development of a controller that can handle the whole hand and 
perform varied grasps.  

The first goal is to implement the prototype controller. The second goal is to create a simulated model of 
the hand that can be furthermore developed and tested in a computer. The controller made in the 
previous projects is built in MATLAB/simulink [7] which also will be used in this project. 

To create test environments and view the simulation a program is used called GraspIt! [8]. This program 
consists of both a physics engine for velocities and forces and a graphics engine that draws the hand and 
grasped objects on the screen. 

The project also includes defining limitations on the finger movements to avoid hardware damage.  
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1.2 Project Specification 
Most of the hand specifications are related to the design, material, and components of the hand. The hand 
design is outside the scope of this project [6]. Nonetheless, to design a controller for the hand, the hand 
design is important. 

1.2.1 Hand Project 
The hand shall: 

• Have a weight less than 500 g 
• Have a grasping force of at least 10 N 
• Be able to lift a filled bottle weighing 2 kg or a carbon box of 1 kg 
• It should be possible to rotate the object about 180° 
• Be able to perform a number of grasps on different objects like a play card or a chocolate bar 
• The fingers should also have the ability to push buttons 

More general guidelines for the hand design is 

• Few parts 
• Try to find low-cost alternatives 
• The hand should consist of two fingers and one thumb 
• The hand should have 9 degrees of freedom (DOF) and 4 degrees of actuation (DOA) 

1.2.2 This Project 
In this project the specifications are as follows: 

• To create and implement a system to avoid that the hand damages itself  
• Create a model of the hand for use in GraspIt!  
• Implement grasp control in simulation 
• Implement grasp control on the robot hand using dSPACE [9] 
• A controller interface should be created in Control Desk [10] 
• Improve mechanical implementation of tactile sensors to allow repetitive and reliable force 

measurements 
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1.3 Limitations 
As the tuning of control parameters is outside the scope of this project, it is possible to change most of 
these on the fly in Control Desk to get the desired behaviors. This will allow simple testing. The default 
values will however provide functional control.  

1.4 Structure 
This report consists of three parts: 

• The simulation part deals with the creation of the simulation models. The robot kinematics is 
defined to make the calculations easy to follow. Definitions and dimensions of the finger links are 
discussed and implemented in GraspIt! together with the force equations that describe the finger 
movements also. The functions behind the tactile sensors are explained. The model of the whole 
hand is implemented and tested using dynamic simulation. 

• The controller part discusses the theory and implementation of the controller in the simulation. 
The idea of dual mode control and the architecture of the system are explained.   

• In the implementation part the controller is used to control the real robot hand. Here the changes 
needed to get the hand to work as in the simulation are mentioned. 

1.5 Notation 
As in earlier projects the medical terms for the human hand are used, see Figure 2. 

• The two forefingers, finger one and two, are attached onto the palm of the hand. In some cases 
the palm will also be referred to as the hand base. 

• The thumb will be mounted onto the palm thru the thumb base 
• All fingers including the thumb have the same construction consisting of 

o The proximal phalanx located closest to the palm 
o Distal phalanx located furthest from the palm 
o And the Middle phalanx located in between the proximal and distal 

• The plural form of phalanx is phalanges. Also the phalanges are called links for variation 
• The directions in the hand will be in the fingers defined as 

o Proximal direction pointing toward the palm 
o Distal direction pointing from the palm 

Other words and expressions used are 

• 10-X that is the name of the hand project 
• The finger positions that will be defined as the length of the string, that pulls the fingers together, 

are winded up on the pulley. 
• The thumb angle is the angle of the thumb base relative the palm. 
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Figure 2: Notation. 
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2 Simulation 
Thru the earlier thesis projects a working hand prototype has been developed and built. It is also good to 
have a simulated model, even though the robot hand already exists in the real world.  

One of the reasons is that it is possible to run tests on the robot hand in a controlled environment where 
the entire environment can be fully controlled. It is also possible to repeat the test Values that are hard to 
measure or require advanced equipment can also be measured from the simulation without affecting the 
behavior of the hand.  

It is also easy to present the result as functions of parameters like the weight or choice of material for 
further development. Grasp quality and optimization of finger position in different grasps are other things 
that can be done with a good model.   

2.1 Usage 
The idea is to use the finger model for the development of a hand controller. From the previous project 
(5) a framework for controlling the hand has been created in Control Desk. It makes it possible to move 
the fingers individually to a certain position or to hold objects with a preset force. The aim is to be able to 
grip objects with just one push at the button i.e. to perform autonomous grasping. The hand would also 
be able to grip different types of objects using flat hand, thumb-index grip or a wrapping grip. 

2.2 Finger and Hand Overview 
The hand mainly consists of three identical fingers, made out of plastic and created in a prototype  
3D-printer which makes the construction light. The fingers are placed like the fingers of a human hand 
and correspond to the thumb, index and ring finger, se Figure 2.  

On the back of the fingers is a leaf spring attached. It is both the joint and straightens the finger.  
Each finger is bent by a wire that is winded up on a pulley when it is rotated by a small electric motor.  
In between the pulley and the motor is a gearbox mounted to increase the strength of the pulling force. 
An angular detector is mounted on the pulley to give the position, amount of winded wire, of the finger. 
Each finger consists of three links and tactile sensors are placed on every one of these, see Figure 3.  

The thumb has an extra joint to be able to perform both the flat grip and the wrapping grasp. This is done 
with an electric servo motor normally used for radio controlled cars. 

 

Figure 3: Sketch of 10-X finger components. 
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2.3 GraspIt! 
The simulation involves a number of models made in different programs. The finger model takes handles 
the forces caused by the leaf spring and the tendon. These are made in MATLAB/simulink. The finger 
kinematics and contact forces are computed in GraspIt! 

Before the simulation is discussed the procedure in Graspit! will be explained. GraspIt! calculates 
velocities and angles of the finger joints, visualize the hand in a 3D environment and analysis the grasp 
qualities. It is possible to build up a world consisting of robot hands, objects to grasp and obstacles like 
tables and fixtures. The hands and objects can be manipulated manually directly in the graphic interface or 
automatically through a couple of MATLAB functions. Mainly there are two files used to get the 
simulation to run. The “Move dynamic bodies” function calculates the new velocities, angles, and forces 
on all bodies in the simulation. To apply torques onto the joints of the robot hand the “set Forces” 
function is used.  

2.4 Finger Models 

2.4.1 Finger Kinematics 
Robot fingers are defined by using the Denavit-Hartenberg Representation (DH) [11]. The fingers are 
constructed of links that are connected to each other with joints. There are a couple of joint types to 
choose from with different ways of moving. The most common are the 2 DOF prismatic and the 1 DOF 
rotational. These are possible to combine in different ways to achieve shape and behavior you strive for. 
The joints can be simple revolute joints that rotate the connected links in one dimension or more 
advanced ball joints that make it possible to rotate the links in two or three dimensions. To describe the 
set of robotic links and joints a standard method of definition has been developed. In this model the joints 
are described by a number of constant or variable parameters.   

The links are named and indexed as link 0..n and the joints are indexed as joint 1..n. A joint always 
connects two links and therefore the robot chain consists of n number of joints and n+1 number of links. 
The first link 0 is fixed and does not move, see Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Finger link and joint definitions. 
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As shown in Figure 5 there are some variables to define. The coordinate systems are defined fix in the 
links with the x-axes pointing along the link. For all joints i  where ni ..1=  the first parameter to define is 
the angle between  and  that is named1−iz iz iα . This angle is constant and defines the bending direction 
of the joint. The second angle iθ  is defined as the one between  and . This angle is variable and the 
one that tells the angle of the connected link. 

1− ixix

Comment: Because of the fact that a joint has to connect two links and only can have one DOF a link that 
has a DOF higher than 1 has to contain a larger number of joints connected by zero-length links. 

Also there are two distances to define starting with  along the  shown in ia ix Figure 5, and  along , 
not shown in the 

id iz
Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Coordinate system and angle definitions. 

The parameters for the 10-X fingers are presented in Table 1. All fingers have the same dimensions, but 
the thumb has a joint to change between a flat, thumb-index and wrapping grasp. In Table 1 the links  
1 to 3 are for forefinger one, links 4 to 6 are for forefinger two, link 7 is between the palm and the thumb 
and the links 8 to 10 are the ones in the thumb. 

Link ia [mm] id [mm] iα [°] iθ * [°] 

1 32 0 0 D1 
2 27 0 0 D2 
3 28 0 0 D3 
4 32 0 0 D4 
5 27 0 0 D5 
6 28 0 0 D6 
7 61 0 90 D7 
8 32 -9.8 0 D8+25 
9 27 0 0 D9 
10 28 0 0 D10 

Table 1: 10-X finger parameters. * means that the parameter is variable. 
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2.4.3 Finger Forces 
There are a number of forces contributing to the torque in the finger joints. The force equations are 
derived in a coordinate system fixed to the finger link as shown in Figure 7 with the origin in the joint 
located in A. 

To bend the finger a tendon, attached to the distal phalanx and runs thru the entire finger, is pulled.  
When the finger bends a leaf spring, mounted along the finger, wants to straighten the finger out again. 
The force caused by the spring and tendon both depends on the joint angles. The larger angles the finger 
links have, the larger string force is needed to bend the finger. 

The force equations are formed to be general for all the finger links. The equations have to be solved in 
certain order starting with the distal phalanx, where all forces are known. The joint forces of the link will 
then be transferred onto the next link in the proximal direction until all joint forces are known. The forces 
to define are shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Finger link forces definition.  

The spring has a linear behavior and the joint torque is proportional to the spring constant [12]. This 
will give the torque equation for the spring force shown in 

k
SiT Figure 8. 

 [ ]iSi kT θ⋅−= 00  

    
 

r
IEk ⋅

=  where E  is the modulus of elasticity in the steel of 220,000 MPa  
r  is the bending length of 8 mm 

    
 

12

3twI ⋅
=   I is the area moment of inertia with the thickness t of 0.1 mm  

and a width of 19 mm w
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When the finger bend the direction of the string force relative the link changes, se Figure 9. The distance 
between the joint and the attach point for the tendon force, AC in Figure 7, is constant the torque caused 
by the tendon will increase until the force is perpendicular to AC at maximum angle.  

 

Figure 9: String force applied onto the distal link. 

When the link are at the maximum angle the angle between the tendon force and the body fix 
coordinate system is 

iS
2iθ as shown in Figure 8. This gives the equation for the tendon force. 

 
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛⋅−= 0

2
sin

2
cos ii

ii SS
θθ

 

    
The equation for the torque caused by the tendon in proximal direction is then described as 

 
iACTi SrT ×=  

    
When the finger link hits an object, the contact force affects the finger. Because of the shape of the link 
the force is directed with an angle iϕ relative the body fix coordinate system. This angle is constant and 
the equation for the normal force is 

 [ ]0)cos()sin( ϕϕ⋅−= ii NN  

    
This gives the torque contribution 

 
iAENi NrT ×=  

    
The reaction force and tendon force are the ones acting on the joint of the more distal link i+1. 
Sense the distal phalanx is the most distal no more distal joint exists. In that case these forces are set to 
zero.  

1+iR 1+iS

Because the more distal link has a bending angle itself, relative link i, these forces have to be projected 
onto the body fixed coordinate system of link i, which is done with a rotation matrix [13] 

 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡ −
=

100
0)cos()sin(
0)sin()cos(

)( θθ
θθ

θROT  

    
These forces will result in a reaction force located in the link origin defined as  iR

 )()( 1111 ++++ ⋅−⋅−+= iiiiiii ROTSROTRSNR θθ  
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Together with the AB and AD vectors, in Figure 7, the equations for the torques caused by the forces

and  in 1+iS 1+iR Figure 8 will be defined as 

 ( ))( 111 +++ ⋅×= iiADTi ROTSrT θ  

    
 ( ))( 111 +++ ⋅×= iiABRi ROTRrT θ  

    
It is now possible to solve the torques acting on the joints in the whole chain of links. Again the distal 
phalanx is the most distal and the torques indexed i+1 is set to zero in this case. 

 
111 +++ −−−++= RiTiSiNiTiSii TTTTTTT  
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2.5 Hand Simulation 
The idea is to make it possible to run the hand simulation until the controller works satisfactorily and then 
replace the hand simulation with the real hand.  

The input signal to the hand is voltage, -5 to 5 volt, which attend the speed and direction of the motors. 
In Figure 10 the signal is located in the block “Get Actuator signals”. Outputs are the contact forces 
measured with the tactile sensors and the position of the fingers from the angular detectors on the pulley. 
The “Convert Angles to Lengths” gives the finger positions and the measurements of the sensors are 
made in the “Get Sensor Forces” block.  

 

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of the hand model. 

The information given from the physics engine GraspIT! are the joint angles and velocities can be fetched 
through MATLAB functions. Also information about contacts between the bodies in the simulation can 
be received. This information consists of the force magnitudes and the number of contacts on every body. 
In Figure 10 the joint angles are located in the “Get Angles” block and the joint velocities are in the  
“Get Velocities” block. The information from the tactile sensors is placed in the “Get Sensor Forces” 
block. 

GraspIt! takes as input the desired join torques to calculate how the bodies will move when other things 
like gravity and collisions are considered. Because the collisions are handled within the physics engine the 
normal forces are not included in the torques.  

The formulas presented in the previous chapter are used to solve the joint forces. In Figure 10 this block 
is named “Calculate Joint Forces”. 

 
111 +++ −−−+= RiTiSiTiSisimi TTTTTT  

    
The block in Figure 10, named “Calculate Tendon Force” is used to calculate the current force in the 
tendon. Simply because the input “Get Actuator Signals” gives the engine speed this signal has to be 
integrated to maintain a force even thou the input is zero. If the motor winds up the tendon the force in 
that tendon increases and vice versa.  

Further improvements is to implement a good model of the engine that takes in the current rotation speed 
etc. to get a better result, but because of the stiff gearbox the behavior of the motor is considered to be 
linear. Also because of the gearbox the motor position will not be effected of the tendon forces. 
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The “Calculate Tendon Force” block also includes a feature that calculates the initial force in the tendon 
created from the leaf spring and normal forces if these differ from zero at start up. This is made by using 
the same formulas as earlier. 

 [ ] [( )321321 , NNNSi ]θθθ  

    
When the joint forces are calculated they are applied onto the physics engine thru a PD-controller to 
damp out the system. 

2.6 Hand Model Characteristics 

 

Figure 11: Pulley position (the amount of tendon winded up on the pulley). 

The system is of second order because it consists of springs and masses. This will cause the finger to 
oscillate. One problem is that the fingers consist of a number of links that affect each other. If for 
example the proximal phalanx is damped with help of its angular velocity this will have effect on the other 
phalanges as well. Another problem is that the angles which create torque in the springs are delayed one 
time iteration. For this reason the system is instable too and needs to be damped in a way. The 
optimization of these system parameters is outside the scoop of this project. 

To show how the system acts without damping the movement of the pulley can be seen in Figure 11 
where the damping is set to zero. The input is an instant step in the string force from 0 to 1 N. Because 
the low weight of the links their movements are fast. As seen the movement will land on constant 
amplitude after a while.  

The weight of the links differs and makes them oscillate with different frequencies. The oscillations are 
also reproduced and spread thru the links so the motion of the distal phalanx is affected by the motion of 
the middle and proximal phalanges too. The motions of the individual links are presented in the graphs 
in Figure 12. 
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b) Proximal a) Middle

c) Distal
Figure 12: Characteristics of the finger links with damping set to zero. A) proximal, B) middle, and C) distal phalanx. 

As shown in Figure 8 the joint velocity is used to damp out the system. In Figure 13 the finger position is 
shown when the damping control is active. When the tendon force suddenly gains force the finger model 
still oscillates and has large overshoots. This is because the joint torqueses are depending on both the 
tendon force and the links of the angle while the damping depends on the angular velocities only.  

 

Figure 13: Finger position in the system with damping. 
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At the time when the tendon force changes the torque caused by the tendon force is not reduced with a 
counter force because both the spring angles and velocities are still zero. With better parameters and/or 
sample resolution the delay and its effects will be reduced. 

Because of the different characteristics of the links that was shown in Figure 12 the amount of damping is 
set different on the different links. This will make the behavior of the links more alike each other, as 
shown in Figure 14, and also improves the result of the entire finger. 

 

c) Proximal a) Middle

b) Distal
Figure 14: Characteristics of the finger links with damping. A) proximal, B) middle, and C) distal phalanx. 
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2.7 Graphic Model 
The graphic objects are created from CAD files that are either generated by a 3D program or as in this 
case written manually in a text editor. Advanced shapes are hard and tough to make manually but in this 
case the finger parts are very simple to minimize the amount of surfaces. This is partly because the 
surfaces that hit the grasped object are in reality very simple and flat. The simulation will be much faster 
and smooth when the program not needs to make a large number of collision tests. 

 

Figure 15: Hand model. 

The grasped objects used in this project are simple figures as cubes and cylinders. The surfaces of the 
bodies are built up by a number of triangles which have to be defined. In Table 3 the corner points of 
these triangles are listed. The point’s locations on the links are displayed in Figure 15.  

Link Direction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Weight

1 x 0.0 0.0 30.9 30.9 7.6 7.6 25.0 25.0 4.67 
 y 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.7 15.7 10.7 10.7  
 z 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0  
2 x 0.0 0.0 25.1 25.1 5.1 5.1 21.7 21.7 3.19 
 y 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.7 10.7 6.7 6.7  
 z 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0  
3 x 0.0 0.0 26.5 26.5 3.1 3.1 26.5 26.5 2.30 
 y 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.7 6.7 3.0 3.0  
 z 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0 0.0 19.6 19.6 0.0  

Table 3: X, Y and Z coordinates for all corners of the finger links. Dimensions in mm and weight in gram. 
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2.8 Contact detection 

 

Figure 16: Schematic diagram for the detection of forces. 

Onto every finger link sensors are attached to measure the grasping forces. In the simulation model it is 
possible to get all forces acting on all bodies. The forces are presented with the size of the force, direction 
and the position relative to the body origin. With help from a MATLAB function mainly consisting of the 
straight line equation the interesting forces can be selected and used.  

To be selected the forces has to be normal to the sensor and placed inside the lined square seen in  
Figure 17. Because the forces not always are placed precisely onto the sensor surface and it is hard to find 
the exact positions for the straight line equations all forces that are inside the box are accepted. 

 

Figure 17: The forces normal to the sensor and located in the lined box are accepted. 

To test the sensors a world has been created consisting of the hand placed with the palm directed 
upwards. A heavy cylindrical object is then dropped onto the proximal phalanx of the forefingers and 
slowly rolled down the fingers to the finger tips. See Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Hand sensor test. A cylindrical object is dropped onto the forefingers. 

The weight of the cylinder is 10 kg and the results from the experiment are presented in Figure 19. Mostly 
the forces are about 50 N on each finger, totally 100 N. But there is a problem with peaks in the signals. 
This is because the objects are modeled as rigid mechanics and therefore the speed instantly goes to zero 
at contact and everything is transformed into force.  
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Figure 19: Measurements from the finger sensors [N] on the A) proximal, B) middle, and C) distal phalanges of 
forefinger 1 and forefinger 2 as a function of time [s]. In the proximal plots it is hard to se the size of the forces because 
of the peaks. 
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The contact modeling problems can be seen as disturbances and/or noise and hence filtered out. This will 
give a smoother signal that can be used as input to the controller, but also create a time delay. 

To get rid of the peeks one way of filter is to take the median of a number of measurements, in this case 
five samples, which gives the result shown in Figure 20. There are some peaks and the signals are delayed 
some samples. Another way is just to skip measurements that are to big to be true.  
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Figure 20: Filtered signal by taking the median of a number of measurements. Forces [N] on A) proximal, B) middle, 
and C) distal phalanges on forefinger 1 and forefinger 2 as a function of time [s]. 
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Another way is to use a low pass filter with the result shown in Figure 21. In the simulation the peaks are 
very large and the filter has to be slow to reduce them. As an effect of this the forces lives a little longer.  

In reality when the peaks are smaller this filter will be used. Then it is possible to make the filter faster 
with a better result. In the simulation the median filter is used. 
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Figure 21: Measurements filtered with a low pass filter. Forces [N] on A) proximal, B) middle, and C) distal phalanges 
on forefinger 1 and forefinger 2 as a function of time [s]. 

Sometimes a finger can get contact with the object without touching the object with the sensors. Then the 
contact has to be detected in another way. This is done by measuring the finger acceleration to determine 
if the finger makes a sudden stop. To avoid the start up acceleration an acceleration gain is used that 
increases. In Figure 16 the “Check for accelerations” block detects contact if the acceleration is too big.  
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3 Controller 

3.1 Method 
In earlier work at KTH [14] on the Barrett hand [15] control of the robot hand has been performed and 
evaluated with good results. The idea, shown in Figure 22, is that the signals are transformed into a new 
space where the control is made and then transformed back. This makes it easy to create different 
controllers that match the specific grasps.  

 

Figure 22: The concept of the controller. 

The method is intuitive and makes it possible to use different input types, like in this case position and 
force, in the same controller. Then conditions are created that involves one, some or all of the fingers. 

3.2 Formulas 

In the transformed space, the positions are represented as posx  and the forces as forcex .  

 LTxpos ⋅=  where T  is the transformation matrix 
L  is the finger position 

    
 NTxforce ⋅=   N  are the forces acting on the finger 

The forces from the sensors on one finger are summarized to one  
    

The transformed positions and forces are then controlled to follow the references  and 
set up for the transformed space. The force and position gain 

refposx _ refforcex _

forceD  and forceD  makes the signals equal in 
size before they are transformed back with TT . 

 ( ) ( )forcerefforceforce
T

posrefpospos
T xxDTxxDTF ´__ −⋅⋅+−⋅⋅=  
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3.3 Dual Mode 
The controller used in the 10-X project is divided into two modes. When the grasp starts the hand uses 
just position control with the purpose to place all fingers so they all have contact with the object to be 
grasped.  

This mode is set inside the controller and not possible for the user to change. The only thing the user can 
control in this mode is the speed of the fingers by changing the increment of the reference ramp. The 
position controller can be seen to the left in Figure 23 and it is active as long as the “Hit?” block does not 
detect full contact as earlier described in Contact detection (p. 18). 

The reference for the position control is a linear ramp that starts at zero and then increases until the 
maximum position possible is reached. When contact is detected in a finger, the reference is set to the 
current position of this finger to make it stop and wait at this position until all fingers are in contact. 

 

Figure 23: Schematic diagram of the controller. 

When full contact is detected, the controller changes to the second mode. This mode, which is defined by 
the user, can either be a position control, force control or a mix of these two. This controller is placed to 
the right in Figure 23 and the controller type (force or position) is presented in the Reference type block.  

Because all user defined parameters are set before the grasp begins, the signals in second mode can be 
measured when the first mode is active and running. This makes it possible to find initial values for the 
reference to start at. In this way a soft switch over between the two modes can be assumed. 

The references in the second mode is set by the user but modified by the controller to avoid large steps in 
the reference signal. The reference in will start at the initial values, saved when the mode was changed, and 
by use of a low-pass filter the reference softly move toward the user defined references.  
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3.4 Examples 

3.4.1 Position Control  
In position control the transformation matrix T  is diagonal which means that the position of finger 1 will 
follow reference 1 only. 
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For this and the next example the position reference  and force reference will be used as 
well as the measured signals for tendon length 
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L  and the normal forces on the fingers . N
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The error in the transformed position and force vectors is the same as the error in the not transformed 
because the transform matrix is diagonal. 
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The position gain  and force gain posD forceD  are in the position control mode defined as follows 
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This will cause the force to disappear from the controller and the signals to the motors will be as a 
function of the position error only.  
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In the result, eq.10, it is shown that the signal to motor three is zero because the position of the third 
finger is the same as the reference while the other fingers, which positions not satisfy the references, will 
get a signal from the controller.   

3.4.2 Position and Force Control 
Position and force measurements and references will be the same as in the position control example. By 
changing the transformation matrix and the position and force gain the behavior of the controller will be 
quite different. In this case the first row in the force gain has a value, which means that the first row in the 
transform matrix will handle the force control. The other rows are still of position control type.  
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This transform, eq.11, will try to satisfy that  

• Condition 1: the sum of all forces on the hand will be 4 N as says, eq.4 refforcex _

• Condition 2: the position of the thumb will be half the position of finger one and two when 
condition 3 is satisfied.  
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• Condition 3: the position of finger one and two will be the same L1-L2=0  

The transformed positions and forces will then be 
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• Condition 1: the sum of all forces on the is 15 N 
• Condition 2: the error in this condition is -9 mm 
• Condition 3: The position of finger one and two differ by 1 mm 
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In the result, eq.16, it is shown that the force control want all fingers to decrease their positions with the 
same velocity while the position control want finger one and two increase a little. The force error has the 
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biggest influence on the hand and the result will be that all finger decreases their positions, but the thumb 
will have the highest speed.    

4 Implementation  
The simulink model was from the beginning built with the purpose to be used for both simulation and in 
real life.  But before the system will work properly on the real robot some changes has to be done in the 
software and hardware. 

4.1 Software 
• In the model the block named robot hand was replaced with another named dSPACE consisting 

of the motor drivers and the sensor and position signals  
• The median filter for the force sensors was replaced with the low pass filter block 
• All MATLAB functions that was included in the block diagram had to be constructed as block 

diagram because MATLAB could not build code out of these functions 
• Some changes had to be done to make it possible to restart the system and reset the variables  
• A manual control had to be created to make it possible to move the fingers for the system 

calibration 

4.2 Hardware 
• There are limitations on the dSPACE box like the number of inputs. The hand has 9 tactile 

sensors while the dSPACE box only has got 8 inputs. The new robot hand is equipped with a 
palm sensor and therefore the proximal and middle sensors will be connected to each other on 
finger one and two. Until then the middle sensor on finger one will not be connected to dSPACE 
at all. 

• There is only two encoder inputs on the dSPACE board. For this reason the position of the two 
forefingers are the same read from the encoder on finger two. In the new prototype new encoders 
are built in that are absolute and uses the PWM inputs.  
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4.3 User Interface 
A new user interface has been made in Control Desk to handle the controller inputs and be able to 
observe and evaluate the behavior of the hand. The interface consists of four different displays that are 
used in different parts of the grasping procedure.  

To set up the parameters for the grasp the initialization display, see Figure 24, is used where the 
transformation matrix for the second mode is created as well as the transformed references and type of 
controller. Also the gains for the first and second mode are set. The gain and ramp inputs control the 
speed of the references in the first and second mode. 

To start and stop the grasp the start and stop buttons are pushed. 

 

Figure 24: Control Desk user interface – Initialization. 

It is always possible to se the current signals measured from the tactile sensors and angular decoders. 
These are presented in the observation display, see Figure 25. All forces from the sensors are presented 
individual an as the sum of all forces acting on one finger. Also the measured position is displayed as well 
as the reference signals and output signals to the motors. The active controller(s) shows which mode is 
currently in use. Position corresponds to the first mode and Force to the second.   

 

Figure 25: Control Desk user interface – Observation. 
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To se how the references are been followed the display window, in Figure 26, is created. Here the 
references for first mode are located to the left and the second mode references are located to the right. 
For the references red color are used and the signals are colored green. The plotters are always drawing 
lines even thou the controller not follows these references. 

 

Figure 26: Control Desk user interface – Display. 

Because the position encoders are incremental they need to be calibrated before the hand can be used. 
Therefore a manual control display is available, see Figure 27. Here each finger has a controller for motor 
speed, -5 to 5 V. The measured positions are displayed and can be set to zero by pressing the reset button. 
To move the engines they have to be enabled by uncheck the checkbox for the current motor. In 
automation mode the hand can not be controlled manually. The motors have a dead zone of two volt that 
can be compensated. Also the thumb servo can be moved here.  

 

Figure 27: Control Desk user interface - Manual Control. 
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5 Motion limitations 
To avoid the hand from damaging itself limitations has to be made on the servo and motors. One idea is 
to use the mechanic models to calculate the angles of the finger links as a function of the current string 
position and the normal forces acting on them. This is possible to do in the simulation model when a 
numerical solver can be used. The calculations are demanding and take some time to solve and for that 
reason this is not possible to use when the hand is controlled in real time.  

A faster solution that works on the dSPACE board is to use a function that takes the thumb angle and 
position as inputs. In this function the position is matched to the maximal allowed position at the current 
thumb angle. If the thumb position exceeds the allowed position it is not possible to move the thumb 
angle any further until the position has been corrugated. 

 

Figure 28: Conceptual figure of the limitation procedure. 

In the conceptual Figure 28 the wanted thumb angle reference (dotted) is ramped up from zero to ten. 
This reference gives the maximum allowed thumb position (thick solid) that is ten until the thumb angle 
equals five. The measured thumb position (thin solid) exceeds the allowed position after six seconds and 
the angle reference (dashed) freeze until the thumb position has been corrugated. 
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6 Lessons Learned 

6.1 Software 
At the start of the project a lot of problem was caused by the limitations of the computers. To run the 
simulations in GraspIt! a new graphic card had to be installed. Otherwise the graphic calculations would 
be prioritized before the mathematical with a slow simulation as a result. Also some tested control 
concepts had to be discarded due to large number of calculations.  

In the configuration files that define the robot hand bodies it is possible to set the maximum and 
minimum angle for the link. Because of the design of the finger links it is not possible to bend the fingers 
to much and also not possible to bend the fingers backwards at all. These limitations are defined in the 
configuration file so the simulated hand acts like the real one. For some reason this limitations are not 
working properly on the 10-X hand. When the lower limit is set to zero degrees the finger link can not 
reach this angle. In the case where the controller has the zero angle as reference the position error will 
case a wind up effect on the tendon force that will result in latency. A temporary solution has been to set 
the minimum allowed angle slightly negative. 

It should be measured that GraspIt! not is a commercial product. It is developed with the purpose to be 
used in research. 

6.2 Hardware 
The electric components are connected from the hand thru some circuit boards. At the beginning of the 
project there were some problems to get the motors to run. The connections from the power supply were 
not reliable enough to work every time. The position detectors also had some problems to give signal to 
the dSPACE board. This was caused by the thin cables that connects the sensors were easy to bend and 
break.  

The tactile sensors had some problems to give signal for some reasons. One of the reasons is the 
connection between the sensors and the cables on the finger. Earlier metal clips have been used for this, 
but because of the movements on the links these clips bended the thin cables to brake even here. The 
solution was to change the clips to conducting silver glue. Another problem is that the amplifiers used 
sometimes burned as a result of bad connections on the circuit board. The solution may temporarily be to 
replace these amplifiers with better ones, which will manage to sometimes be overloaded. Another 
solution is to make new cards with better reliability. 

As earlier mentioned a big problem is the limitation of inputs on the dSPACE box. Because of this the 
controller could not be completely tested. The temporary solution of this problem has been to use the 
same position signal for the two forefingers. Also one of the tactile sensors had to be used for two of the 
phalanges. The new prototype has another type of position encoders that gives the absolute position as a 
PWM signal. These are possible to connect, but there are still some problems with these encoders. 
Because the pulley, which winds up the tendon, rotates more than one revolution the absolute encoder 
has to figure out if it has to add a rotation onto the measured position. Also the signal is noisy and gives 
false signals around zero ±5º. 
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7 Result 
To test the results and compare between the simulation and the prototype the same transform matrix and 
references as used in Examples (p. 24) will be applied onto the two systems. The hand will start by move 
the fingers until contact and then increase the grasping force until it reaches 0.8 N and all fingers have the 
same position.  

The three graphs to the left in Figure 29 are the position reference (dashed) and actual position (solid) for 
the three fingers. As shown the thumb will be the first finger to contact the grasped object. At this point 
the reference will freeze. 

To the right in Figure 29 is shown the references and measured signals for the second mode. In position 
condition 1 the goal is to have all fingers in same position which they are when the measured value is zero. 
When the thumb gets contact and stops at its current position the measured signals in the position 
condition plot will start to diverge from zero. 

The same will happen when finger two gets contact with the object. The reference for the position control 
will freeze and the position condition 2 will diverge from zero. This condition is to keep the same position 
of finger one and two.  

When finger one contact the object, full contact is established and the controller will switch to mode 2. 
The current values measured in the three conditions used to compute the references so that all errors are 
zero when the switch is made. This will lead to a smooth transition. 

 

Figure 29: Plots from control in GraspIt! References are dashed lines and measured signal are solid. 
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From these initial values the references will be ramped toward the user defined references, 0.8 N for the 
force condition and zero for the position conditions. In the plots to the left it is possible to se the changes 
made on the finger positions to reach these references. In the end all fingers stays at approximately 5 mm. 

In Figure 30 the measurements made on the prototype are shown. To illustrate the fact that the references 
are changed to the current measured values on contact in the position control the reference ramp is quite 
fast.  

The second finger and thumb contact at the same time but at different positions. Therefore the signal in 
position condition 1 will differ to zero at this point. Because the limitation of input ports on the dSPACE 
box finger one and two uses the same position encoder. Therefore the errors measured in position 
condition 2 will always be zero and the errors in position condition will always be the difference between 
the thumb and finger two.  

When a sensor is pushed on finger one the controller will switch to mode 2. As seen the force reference 
will get the initial value of 1.6 N in this mode. The references then moves toward the user defined values 
and the signals follow nicely. In the end all fingers have the same position like in the simulation. 

 

Figure 30: Plots from control in dSPACE. References are dashed lines and measured signals are solid. 
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8 Ideas for Further Work 
The new hand manufactured parallel to this project uses a different type of position encoder that is 
absolute. Further improvements have to be done to get the position information into the controller in 
some way. The problem in this case is that the tendon of which the encoder is mounted on rotates more 
than one revolution while the finger bends. 

Another feature of the new hand is a tactile sensor mounted onto the palm to detect contact when the 
hand is moved towards an object. For example this can be used as the start/stop control of the grasp 
controller. Because the limited number of inputs in the dSPACE box the arrangement of the sensors also 
has to be changed.  

A lot of changes have to be done in the controller every time the configuration of the grasp is changed. 
After further improvements it may be possible just to push a button to select grasping strategy. 

The plan is to implement the hand onto the robot arm, which is now possible due to the robot arm 
interface on the new robot hand. From that point the research continues with further studies in moving 
objects from one point to another. 

To make the hand smaller and lighter in the future the controller may be implemented onto a 
microprocessor instead of the dSPACE box. This will also result in more flexibility when the hand can be 
moved without consideration of cables.   

Thru the project problems have been discovered on the circuit boards. Further studies are to improve 
their reliability, make them more compact, and build them so that they can use 12 V only.  
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